[Therapeutic arrangement and strategies in perioperative treatment of locally advanced gastric cancer from the view of whole-process management].
The incidence of gastric cancer is high in China. Most patients are advanced incurable and by surgery at diagnosis. At present, the treatment of advanced gastric cancer in China has been mainly based on multidisciplinary treatment including surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, molecular targeted therapy, as well as immunotherapy. In the pursuit of the ultimate goal of prolonging survival, from the perspective of management throughout the patient journey, we should further optimize and arrange the strategies, methods, techniques and timing in perioperative treatment. There are still many unsolved problems to promote gastric cancer surgery from simple technical resection to biological resection. Treatment procedure based on evidence-based medicine and efficacy evaluation criteria may result in correct decision. In addition molecular markers based on gene sequencing may help select oppropriate agents and predict efficacy and prognosis. In clinical practice, how to achieve individualized treatment based on precise staging and goal orientation is the aim of continuous efforts to prolong the survival of advanced gastric cancer patients.